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Hi Girls and Gals:
The weather was nerfect for the meeting last night so that most of the g irl
could_ enjo,- themselves. Vie had the air conditioner on so that the girls were
able to keep their makeup from ru~ning.
It was good to see Connie and Alice here again with us for the second time
in a row, as they are dovm Florida way in the winter months. Of course they
have a few good times dovm there with their group of sv. V. 's , so they are n67"'"
totally without entertainment.
Sorry to hear that Joan and Gail were down with a cold and couldn't make t
the meeting as I know that they really enjoy themselves v1hen they are able
to make one. During the winter months it is hare for them to travel from whe (~
they live. Hone you are feeling better girls. We'll loke foward to see 'ou i A/
Sent. perhaps.
The girls that made the meeting last night were: Dee Dee and Vi from Hartford, Conn., Alice and Connie from Gulf Breeze, Florida, Eileen and Pricilla
from Poughkeensie, N.Y., Joan from Colonie, N.Y., Elanda from Rome, N.Y.,
Karen from Clifton Park, N.Y., Winnie from Schenectady, N.Y., Susan from
Nassau, N.Y., ·Helene from Syracuse, N.Y., Percilla from Scotia, N.Y., Ellen
from Endicott, N.Y., },,,fichelle Ann from Somerville, Mass., Yvonne and Vicky
from Poughkeensie, N. Y. , Jean from P. , N. Y. and Wilma and I
.
The meal I prenared for the p:irls vvas: Baked Ham, :Mashed Potatoes, carrots
with hµtter sauce, beets vJi th butter, baked spinach, rhutabaga, cookies and
tapioca nudding, coffee., rolls end bread and butter.
You know it's funny when I make some vegetables I wonder if the girls are
going to like them but they sure ~roved to me that all the veg. last nieht
were good. The tapioca was a big success too as it is a change from the usual
cake. If any of you f!.irls kn..Q!L of _a_ de_ss~rt that you . would like for me t_o
make some time let me know. If I can make it I will.
Tonight we had some new girls for their first visit and I ·was glad to see
that the older girls made them feel right .at home. Susan sure did her bit by
telling the girls about the different things that happened when they were up
helping Wilma with the dock on the Island. It is little things like this thaT
f ives the g irls something to talk about.
Lost my big helper in the kitchen this month as Dennie had to go to her
claughters graduation ana. party they were having for her. So that neant I had
to employ some nev.r kitchen helners in the nerson of Michelle and Wilma. I
know they usually play chess for awhile but today they helped me first. They
neeled the potatoes, rhutabaga. The other girls helped serve the food and
.
Wilma and I cleaned up the dishes. · After every one left Michelle Ann cleane~1
u~ the bar. So mv thanks to one ana all.
I want to take .. this time to thank all the girls who remer.iber me on my birt/) day. this year ·was a great year , I enjoyed all the cards as much as I enjoy
the girls.
Our congradulations go to Sonya and Cynthia as they became Mr. and Mrs.
this week~ We are glad -they have tied the knot as they seemed to be meant fo l\'
each other. May you have a long and happy and prosperous life. I am sure all
the girls are with us on this one.
It ·-seems to me that Karen vvas in seYenth heaven le_st night vd th her new
Mini dress trimed in that pretty shade of blue maribue trim. I know that she
likes to dress in her mini ll'lothes and ,feel relaxed when she is here. I tel!
the girls to dress as comfortable as they want so long as they are dressed
decent and do in no way hurt the feelings of others, especially the wives
who have been cor.i_rning to the meetings. I will say one thing, I dam' t want
anyone to feel insulted if at any time I tell them the attire is not suitable..
to wear here at the meetings.
Well Wilma ana I sure will enjoy the tv10 months off and get some rest I
rather feel I need. I will be in swiruning every chance I get. Hope you all
will heve a good sum..~er ana get a nicetan and enjoy where ever you are.
Good night and God bless you all untill the fall.
Love
Helen.
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TRANSVESTISM VS HOMOSEXUALITY:
THE Proper s exual role of the transvestite is a question that has generated
much confusion in recent years. Typical off the confusion is an article by Dr.
L.F.Mooney, formerly of Havard, who maintains, that there is no such thing as
transvestitism or homosexuality, that these habits are defined entirely by the
attitude of society and ends with the question,"Is society perfect?"
Dr •. Mooney ana others have only served to muddy the waters that these questions have churned up. The only way to get a clear picture of the phenomenon of
transvestitism is through a satistical approacho
In other words, if a controlled study finds that a sizable majority of transvestities are homosexuals, then one must conclude that these perversions go
hand in hand.
If, contrariwise, such a study produced the conclusion that transvestitism
is no obstacle to otherw~se normal, heterosexual practices, then one would have
to reject any connection between this practice and homosexuality.
Unfortunately, no such study has been made, nor is it likely that one can be
effectively accomplished in the foreseeable future. The reason for this is that
the vast majority of transvestities do not advertise their practice or making
themrxelves readily available to the questions of statisticians & sex-researcher
Once out of the closet, where we can count them, they can be statis~ically
evaluated, and there will be no necessity for idle chatter about "historical per~
spectives" and vague theories about the connection between female impersonation
and homosexualityo
Limited surveys have produced, inconclusive resultso The transvestite scene
is equally divided among those who profess straight-arrow heterosexuality,those
who declare it to be purely a homosexual pnactice,
These results are inconclusive, because of the limited number of persons who
could be surveyed.I believe that those who permitted themselves to be questiona
considering the current temper of society, include a large number of personalities who might be classed as unstable by many. standards. If transvestitism were
a common practice, such people would have to find another sympton with which to
exhibit their neurotic impulses.
I am pot implying that - transvestities are neurotic; only those willing to
submit to a sexual questionnaire are.
I do not believe -that transvestitism has anything to do with sex. The propo~
tion of homosexuals and heterosexuals in the transvestite population is the
same as the proportion of such people in the non-transvestite population.
The mainspring of transvestitism is not sexual gratification, but ego-gratification. In our society, pretty girls attract attention. This is a truism
readly verifiable on any street corner, in any page of advertising, in any book
or magazine cover. Girls dress to enhance their attention-getting potential,
with brightly colored clothes, striking make-up,laces and frills and bows.
Therefore, if a person craves attention, what better way to attract it than
by becoming--or appe~~ing to become--a pretty girl? It is not a need of the
libido, but of the ego, that ms satisfied by this practice.
As our society grows in population and by necessity, grows in regimentation
and depersonalization of the individual, it is only natural that more and more
men straved for attention will seek this method of feeding their egos.
Ones hears and reads so much about transvestitism and transsexualism nowadeyis
that one might think they were a new fad--a part of the sexual revolution and
the "now" generation. But these practices have been around for a long time.
Stories of men masquerading in women's clothing, are as old as the records of
civilization.
I .t wasn't untill the beginning of modern psychology-which traces its roots
to the later part of the 19th century-that a more scientific and objective
apnrasial of this aberration anpeared in medical and sexological journals.
The aberration of transvestitism invloves impersonation, or concealing true
sexual identity by assuming the dress and makeup of the opposite sex. Not many
men today would wear laces or frills on their clothes-but since clothing has
always been a matter of personal taste, as well as prevailing custom,it would
be improper to accuse a man of being a transvestite soley on the evidence that
his clothing does not conform to the current trends .of male attiee.
Simple colors and plain styles of clothing suit the average man in today's
society. More often it is the female who is usually in competition with other
members of her sex in the matter of attire.
But since, looking at it objectively, female clothing is more colorful and
more esthetically pleasing, it is not hard to understand why some men-particularly those of an artistic nature-would wish to wearwhat might appenr feminine.
Toaay more and more young men are being seen in colorful and flashy wardrobes. An extreme example of this trend is the group of young people kriown as
"hinpies." They are defining the prevalent customs of the day by wearing long
hair, frilly clothing, beads and flowers. They say that they dress th~s way
because they associate this style with gentleness-and because it pleases them,
personally, and they are "doing their thing." One should not assume that young
men who dress like this are all sexual deviates.
Studying the vast mass of scientific evidence and conjecture on the subject,
we must come to the conclusion that there is no real, absolute, unchanging
standard of sexual behavior, We simply do not have hard and fast definitions ar
( continue on page 4)

------------------------------ Page 3 ------------------------------------PARTY DATES:
Well this makes the end of another year for TVI6 - 27 years as
a groupo I hope that you had an injoyable year and met many new friends.
TVIC holds its parties on the third Ssturday of each month. Our next 3 dates
will be Sept. 19, Oct. 17th and Mov. 21st. Please remember your Sept date as
there will be no issue of the Journal for July and August. The next issue afte
this on will be a week after the Sept. partyo Reservations must be made for
all parties at least 4 days in advance.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOO
JULY
BOB
•••••••• JULY 3
BILL
• ••• • •• • " 3
CINDY
. • • • • • " 11
DEAN
••••• "12
PAULA
ON...... " 25
SEPTEMBER
ANDERIA
•••• SEml. 9
LOUISE
"
9
JOAN
•••••• • "
19
GAIL
••••• "
21
JOYCE
. ••• "
26
KP.REN
.•••••• "
30

James
JEANETT
JAMIE
LINDA
JOAN
JANETT

AUGUST
••••••••• AUG.
H ••••• "
•••••• "
••••••••• "
•••••••• "
. ••••••••• "

ELAND A

•••••••••• "

ELLEN
THOMAS
WINNIE
RHONDA
Susan
VIOLA
CYNTHIA :

•••••••••• "
••••••••• "

2
2

3
3
7
8
10

10
15
15
24
24
26
30

•••• •••• "

•••••••• "
••••••• "
"
Y. • • • • • • • "

NEW MEMBERS:
I am pleased to announce the enrollment of one new member this month.
EL A IN L ••••• SWANT 0 N••••• VT •••••
SPECIAL THANKS TOO
CONNIE NICHOLS for the cartoons sent in •••••
DEE DEE WATSON - MARA LYNNE and TERESA HEART for the lovely pictures sent in.
VELVET PORTER and ROSEMARIE EPLY for the extra $ sent in to help along .with
the postage.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
Please do not send any mail to Charles Writman of Jamestown N.Y. He has closed
his P.O.Box and discmnnected himself from TVism to save his marrage.
riiEMEERS SEEKING CORRESPONDENCE:
P. A.

)

MISS RACHEL

S

INTERESTS: All things feminine - would ~ INTERESTS: Reading - stamps- coinslike to meet understanding real ladies -' people and good times. Also happy to
TVs - couples - or nice gentleman ' anawer all questions on transsexulism
Discretion and privacy assured.
'************¥************¥¥***¥***~****
Will exchan~e photos.
' FRANK KA.SHKIN

**¥****¥¥***¥*************¥*¥********¥¥**
LIZ R

TS - . Married - 26 - 5 '-6"" - 1301 bs.
INTERESTS: Photogerphy - Electronics and Cars.

'

***

****

*************¥******

' ARLENE A
'
'

*****¥*********************¥*********~***

***********¥***¥************¥************
Well here it is a start to a wanted correspondent colum that you have been
asking for. Any one who would like there names and addresses listed with their
interests let me know.
All it takes is a small donation towards the help of paying the postage as you can see bv your envelope it takes 35¢ per letter.

****************~************ ~ ¥ *************************************************

THINGS TVs DRE.AD THE MOST:
(1) . To realize while outdoors, that too many hours have passed and the beard is
begining to show through the make up.
(2) To discover that the tight corset he is wearing is hurting like mad and cannot be ta~en off for several hours untill he gets home.
(3) To answer the doorbell in the belief its a friend coming back only to meet
the incredulous stare of the delivery boy or mailman while she stands there
in a dress but without make-up or wig.
(4) To sit at a lunch counter or table in full dress etc. and have the waitress
say "Anything else, S I R ?"
(5) To inqurie at the linguie department about a bra or stockings and have the
sales lady say something that, to you sounds like, "is this thesize you wear
or to run in the same saleslady while you are accompany your wife and hear
the saleslady say "Hello, Mrs Smith, did you like the stockings your husband
bought ~or you last week?
(Vlhat can you members add to this?*)
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imprecise terms like "masculine,""feminine,""manly," or "womanly." Styles and
modes of dress and outward appearances that may at one time have been considered very masculine-like powdered wigs once were,for instance-would now be considered smsified if a man were to wear them.
Styles that are generally accepted as masculine or feminine also vary from
country to country. In America heavy physical labor is considered "mans work" while in Europe, women are em~loyed in such positions. In the Soviet Union, mat
of the . physicians, technicians, physicists · and streetcar conductors are women,
while in the U.S.A. it is the men who hold down these jobs.
Psychiatrists had been treating some of these patients for years without any
visible improvement on the part of the sufferes. Therapists were not particularly anxious to treat most of them, since homosexuals and tranvestities are notoriously resistant to therapy or to change and very sifficult to treat.
At one time or another, you are·sure to come face to face with a transvesti~
But the odds are you won't know it, for the transvestite is so much like the
rest of us when he's abroad in the world that he and sometimes she, passes unrecognized,unsus~ected, and indeed, not euen dreamed of.
But because transvestism rarely strays out of its own backyard, as does horn&
sexuality , it has been all butignored in the study of mens sexual aberrations.
thus not many otherwise well-informed persons know mts true nature. To the vast
majority, the term transvestism, is so obscure, it might as well have something
to do with space travel, or devil-worship. As defined by both medical and general dictionarys, it is a sexual anomaly or deviation in wich the affected person is addicted to wearing the clothes of the opposite sex. There are then, female transvestitms as well as male, but they are in such minority that little
reliable information about them is known. On the other hand, the reported inci=
dence of male transvestism in the United States and Europe has increased to s~~
an extent in :Decent times that it is described as "enormous."
Transvestites have, for the most part, been found to be above average intel..}o
ectually and culturally, with perhaps more than a modest share of talents and
aptitudes. For instance one gifted transvestite, beginning as a young "girl"
rose to eminence in the women's fashion industry and, so sucessfully has he
played the part, that recently he acted as maid-of-honor at a friends wedding.
Transvestites differ in many ways, as do most human beings, thms they have
been classified into still further distant types, by the handful of pioneering
scientists who are belatedly exploring this never-never land where the man insists on wearing, not the pants, but the panties. Some factors which may contribute are an extravagantly possessive mother, or the cross-dresser of a small
boy to please a parent who wanted a girl. Other scientists believe that Transvestism is a basically organic condition. They regard it as a form of interselfuality related to endocrine functioning or to hereditary factors, and perhaps
.to both in some cases •••••••••••••••
********************¥¥~¥¥*¥*****~***¥******f
' ~!'¥*Y*¥*¥i

I am complying all the available meterial
I can possibly get on Impersonators-Transexuals-Transvestism and cross-dressers,
:1
~ale or female for a reference libary.
~
most of this material will be used to help i
and inform otherE TVs. I sincerely welcome L
cli nnings, articles, books ,magazines, pi ct- \'
ures and any information that could posseblj]
be added to the reference so that it may
assist to shed more light on the subject.
We, TVs, cannot amd must not live only by
ourselves. A thousand fibers connect us
with our fellow man, •••• w IL MA ••••••.••

I I 11

--~---

*******************************************

THINGS I CAN DO WITHOUT:
I. The TV who cames to you for advice and
proceeds to reject every single suggestion you make.
2. The TV who claims to be an old timer and
states that he wears a size 16 dress and
when you meet him for a dressing up gettogether you discover that the only size
he can get into is a 20.
3. The TV who adores sleeveless frocks but
will not shave the fur on his arms.
4. The TV who goes to the corner food marke ·
wearing elbow-length gloves and a
cocktail dress.
{That is just a few off hand. I&n sure that
you all out there can come up with some dil
lieso Send them to me and I will print them
*
WILMA
*********• ** •*•****•*******•~***~••********

Sarah D. ,Naples, Fla. Says "Zippers save
about 5 minutes ••• mountain time •••••••••••

JENNIE M.
WHEN JE~frITE M. OF BAY SHORE,N.Y
WAS A ROOICTE POLICEMAN WAS GIVE N
rrrrlE ASSIGN1vIBNT OF PATROLLING A
NUDIST COLONY. "CALL IN EVERY
HOUR,'' HE WAS TOLD. "PATROUIAN
JENNIE REPORTING," HE SAID WHEN
HE CALIED IN AFTER THE FIRST
HOUR. "HOW ARE THINGS GOING AT
THE :NUDIST CAlvIP?" THE LIEUTENAN·1'
.ASKED. "ALL RCllGHT, SIR," SAID
JENNIE, "EXCEPr ONE THING. MY
BADGE IS KILLING MEo"
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Dear Wilma;
Michigan's only sex-reasignment surgical center has closed its doors. The
Detroit free Press reported this story on ~viarch 4 1981. Dr. Mario Petini, former head of the private clinic, announced that the closing is due to his moving
to Minneapolis .. o Petrini will be continuing his su:egical work with transsexua:S
in 1.-Iinneapolis ••• Agender-identi ty clinic at Case Wea tern University is believe
to be the clo"sest one to the Detroit area. Some 15 others centers across the
country are reported to still be in business and operating ••• In a related sta~
ement~ Petrini disputed the findings the ultimately ended sex reassignment surgery at Johns-Hopkins. Those findings were that surgery did not substanially
imurove lifestyles between groups of post-operative and pre-operative transsexuals. Petrini disagrees and adds that he has never had a patient who regretted
having had the surgery.(ED.NOTE: I can name 3 who have.) ••• Petrini credits the
overall natient satisfaction to the cautious approach taken by his clinic which
requires - a 2 year life-trial in the role of the opposite sexo Personal testimo~
ial from a past-operative Crossroads member (operated on by Petrini) tends to
incate sonmthing more than just caution as a factor in the overall successful
program. She re ports that Petrini's operative technique ia among the best in
the nation and that Petrini's patients generally have a capability for orgasm
after surgery •••• GRACE BEACON ••• FLINT ••• MICH.....
_

*********¥*************************¥¥********************¥****¥****************

Dear Wilma:
I was watching Television recently and they asked a lady if you had a date
with a man and he showed up wearing a dress, how many women would go out with
him? Her answer was 25 out of 100, WRONGo The correct answer was that 34 out of
100 would go out with a man wearing a dress. PAULA •••••
PAUL DAVENPORT ••• BOX 345 •• oBLOOMINGTON ••• CALIF ••• 92316

*******************************************************************************

Dear Friends:
A man and a woman need a marriage license to get married. Right? ·w hat kind cE
of a licrnse do two lasbians need? A LIQUOR LICENSE ••• VELVET.
JOHN PORTER ••• 1523 BELOIT ••• LOS ANGELES ••• CAL ••• 90025
************¥*** * ** ~* ****** * ********* * *** ************ ~* **~*****'1***************

Dear Wilma:
In answer to your question in the April Journalo •• What I admire in real
girls are the ones who know how to dress and act as real fwmine women. To be
able to dress as they see fit in full lacy colorful sexy lingeri, night gowns
of thin satin,velvets and nylons. To be able to use make up, perfume and wear
zld:E there hair as the mood strikes them. There use of jewlry in all shapes and
colors and heels as high or ow as t lley please •• ; But today as you look around you see BLUE JEANS,sweters,shorts,low heels and unasex type shoes. the girls
look like soft boys, This is more noticeable in females in the teens to middle
thirtys and even some of the older women ••• Not all but~ quite a few use makeup
like war paint or as a clovm would apply same, their color coardination is als o
avvful in a lot of cases ••• Why don't they like the clothes that I like as I
havedeacused above, for I like soft texture of these materials and when I'm
dressed from the skin out in all these sexy feminine clothes and hair done and
fully made up I try to escape from the every day m:mi:K problems and the feel of
corse male a~xire, and relax and · become free and enjoy myself as have released
the femininity which is more or less present in all males, for no one is either
100% female or male. For there is a little of both in some of us that seek re lief, and this is a wonderful way to accomplish this without doing any one any
ha rm ••• so Marla trys to be the best she has seen in all females both young and
ones her age. So lets be our age and all female in that we present a well groomed, made u~ married women in our age gro~p ••• M.ARA LYNNE ••••
:IARRY

***************•***************•*********************•******•****•*********•***

Dear Wilma:
I .am·6'-l" and 200 lbs. I'm. ,wondering, is it hard for TVs like me to get
clothes,especially pretty bras, panties, slips and how about dresses, the very
feminine kind, etc? ••• CAT.ffY •••• BUTLER ••• N.J •••••
Dear Cathy;
Contrary to the popular ediom, they ar3 putting more style in
larger sizes. One of the side-effects of the evolutionary process is that women's tall and larger sizes shops are springing µpall over the country. So get
fet out and do some constructive shouning.
·
****************************** * **~** * ********

Dear 1Nilma :
Have you ever, in ~ale grab, bought clothing in fl.tores, making it known it was for you {·
Perhaps, that is teetering on the brink of
problems, but I have been tempted although I
have always backed off. Can You help me •••
EVA o •• MICHIG.AN: CITY •• IND •••
Dear Eva:
Buying women's clothes in ~stores
directly is a big problem for lots of us,but
after you have done it a few times, it become .;
a habit actually. To help prevent running
into someone you know it probably vvould be
be st to travel to a neighboring city & do
shopning •••••••

,,~ .. D ·_I'D ~·~E You T.o. .M~~:T: WJNdl-SHE JUST ~TEPPED ON HER..CONTliC "
~ LENSE.~ - ·-- - __ . _

-

-
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Dear Friends,
I regret the fact that I have to write this letter to all of you.
This marks the end of the Crossroads Chapter as we now know it.
There are two reasons for this.
The first is the current membership
1i s t i n g .
Th e re a r e j u s t t o o ·f e w o f us t o a c c om p l i s h an y o f t h e p 1 an s
that I have ·had (~ven if I did receive some support from a few of you,
t h e re h as n ' t b e e n e n o u g h w i de s p re ad s up p·o r t t o m a k e an y o f th e s e i d e as
workable.)
There is strength in numbers and we have very .Little present
strength.
The second reason is that I have reached the limit of my physical
and emotional strength to lead this organization as i t should be led.
I
d on ' t h ave th e en e r g y o r 'th e t i. me t o run th e g r o up p r op e r 1 y an d d on ' t f o re see overcoming this at any time in the near future.
I'm s t i l a TV and will always remain one; I'm s t i l l interested in a
social/self-help TV organization in southeast Michigan. ·r am willing to
assist in any such group--as a member, but not as a leader anymore.
There
are several options
available to you:
1.

To contin~e Crossraods pretty much
different leadership.

2.

To merge with one of the national organizations, with Crossroads as one of its local chapters.
The Gateway Alliance
(which is itself is a merger of the Golden Gate Girls/Guys
and the International Alliance of Male Feminists) has made
a generous offer along these lines.

3.

To fold i t up entirely.
Most of us have found some friends
with whom we can share some good times withoui an organized
group.

as

it

is,

only under

Please let me kriow which of these options you prefer and I will do
my best to see that the majority's wishes are carried out.
Word of warning-- <!nyone who wants the group to continue as it is, had better volunteer
to do some of the work.
Perhaps I should clarify the conditions for my own involvement.
I
am willing to help and work; but will only work one separate job.
As I
see i t , there are five positions that require a great deal of work -the overal l direc t or (with the responsibility of answering inquiries from
new people and of over.all coordination); the newsletter editor, the secretary( . . . and there is a volunteer for this); the meeting/social director
to plan, arrange a.nd lead the meetings, and the treasurer.
Shirley from
Highland, MI, volunteered for this.
I would be willing to accept _£!le of
these jobs.
The Gateway Alliance has offered to absorb us into their organization~
Their dues are $20.000 per year.
They publish the Phoenix, which is a ·
monthly news magazine and a membership directory, which are part of the
membership package.
A nati o nal directory of shops, places to go, organizations , and sPrvices for the TV or TS is also published by the alliance.
I f the overall dec i sion is to drop the group completely, I will refunrl (as much a.s possJble) the tr('asury to all the active, paid members.
(This is minus the cost of two newsletter editions, rhecks and checking
account ~h~rges.)
Crossroads purchased an electric typewriter last November in
order to be able to produce a newsletter at all.
I ~ill buy this
at ·a fair price and it will be included in the refund amount.

Another merger possibility exists with Elaine Willey's Tri-Sigma chapter
in Ann Arbor. Elaine and I will be discussing this possibility in the very
near future. If any of you are unta•iliar with Tri-Sigaa, it ia a nationwide
Tv organizatioa whose interest is slanted in the direction or the hetrosexual
croesdresser. Several chapters are currently in operation.
Please write and let me know which or these options that you preter--I
ha•• no way of knowing what the •ajority of the group wants unless you say so.
I can•t really accept any .kind or Terbal answer since there is a good possibility that I may forget your answer unless I have it on paper where I can see it.
Also., I may not be able to send you any kind or individual reply to this-- I
haTe OTer 100 letters in front of me right now that already need individual
attention.

Meeting so many of you has been one of the great pleasures of my life. I will
never be able to forget any of you. For the sake of my family and my own mwnta ~
and physical well-being, Itve been forced to cut back involvement. This has
be en a difficult and painful decision to make. BEST WISHES TO ALL. GR.Ll..CE
GRACE BEACON •• • POB 3013 ••• FLINT ••• MICHIGAN ••• 48502 •••
(ED: NOTE: Do not ~~ forget TVIC. We have been operating since 1954 with no
shut do~m. If you are interested in full membership its $17 per year and if
you'd rather just have our monthly Journal it can be had for $12 per year.)

-------------------------------Dear Wilma and Helen,
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-----------------------------------

We have just attended another of your warm and friendly TV gatherings and
on our way home we got to thinking about what a truly unique opportunity
you offer TV's and their wives and girlfriends! Where else in this entire
country (or . Canada) can crossdressers come into a receptive home like yours,
once a month for years on end, at 3:00 p.m. (en femme or not), stay until
past midnight amidst the camaraderie of their own kind and be fed the
sumptuous banquet that comes out of Helen's kitchen? We have attended TV
functions across this country and there are none that equals your warm welcome and acceptance on a regular basis. Yours is a bargain paradise meeting and we can't figure out why every TV within 200 miles does not take
advantage of it. We live in Florida half the year and consider ourselves
lucky to get to what you have made the "TV capital of the U.S." {Albany)
two or three times during the year. But how lucky are the ones who live-:
closer and how foolish are those who "put off" attending your gatherings.
We all realize T.V.I.C. Albany is not going to go on forever. You two have
some lofty goals after retirement that do not include playing hostess to
the likes of us ad infinitum. So be it. You deserve a rest. But in the
meantime, it is our feeling that all those timid closet-types out there who
have not yet emerged from their cocoons, and all those old members who find
some excuse not to attend, had best be made aware that super opportunities
do not go on forever. Those who have been wanting to bring their· wives
had better get them there to meet other wives. We just could not help but
wonder whether TV's who live in NY, NJ, New England and Canada--even PA-realize how lucky they are to be able to attend these parties of yours.
Each one we have attended is a treasured memory.
Alice and Connie Millard
Dear Ladles:
I am a cross-gender person who has always had a strong
desire to wear woo.en 1 s clothes. I don 1 t get many opportunities
to dress up as often as I would liKe, but ~lhen I do everything
falls into its natural order. My reasons for enjoying this
partlcl,J.lar pa§_tlme __.§._!~ varied and tl1ey include: men tle relaxation, a greater sense of balanc e , -through express Ion or my
inner self, inspiration and enjoyment of life.
I have always found men's clothes to b~ an intolerable
disguise, the cut and style are simply blase, and I feel oppressed
by the manly status attached to such garments.
I was meant to
be a girl, at least gender-wise.
It is against my nature to have
to live and act as a man, with never the ~ossibllity of being able.
to follow the spontaneous inclinations of my own self, I want to
live and function as a member of the opposite sex, not just appear
so.

My assigned sex at birth and learned gender patterns have
failed to meet expectations, so I am determined to change this
unhappy state for the better. I am currently undergoing electrolysis treatments, and ; lqn to see this process through to the
end. My male body ls disgusting, and I hope to modify it to more
feminine proportions by readjusting my hor~onal balance. Although
I am disheartened by the presence of male genitals I suppose I
could learn to live with this defect, though my nat-~al inclinations have alwa:rs been otherwise.
My ultimate goal in life ls to be reg~ rded as a woman by
society. At present I have a long way to go towards realizing
this end, but my purpose will remain clear and I will make the
transition into this new and more fulfilling life.
I would really like to share my unique life style with others
of similar motivations. Perhaps by contacting 'l:'VIC I have made
the right QOVc. I've noticed you have a 'l:'V~C Journal. Is 1t
available to all interested partiesl I am making an earnest effort
to brlng my second self into full bloom, so will anxiously be
awaiting your reply.

.Sincerely yours,

h._ '-r:r~rc:J~~~.
/7
I
v ~

.__, -.,y-~1

Britt Rene

Houga~rd
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Hear about the co~t~rtionist? He learned to
live alone and lick it .
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the* screwing
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" I'm not afraid 0 panty ra1 s, sa1
a nssa
the Co-ed,. . . ." Because you see, I d on ' t wear any."
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When the seat of my pants split wide apart, I
knew I was on my own .
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* * *
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Th e rea 1 estate 1a d y sa1·d she was sell1.ng lots,
a nd that's what I'm looking for .. . lots.

* * *
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